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Future Quest Vol. 2
Move over, Betty and Veronica - this is Daphne and Velma like you've never seen before! This dark new
series of YA novels is a horror-driven twist on the classic girl detectives from Scooby-Doo.
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Scooby-Doo and the Aliens of Area 49
This Daphne-centric issue focuses on the history of our favorite monster-killing mistress, from her
relationship with her unforgiving father to the tragic death of Fred Jones. But the past has come back to
haunt Daphne in the form of a savage new monster thatÕs hunting her. How can she survive a creature
that feeds on her sorrow and guilt?

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-2019) #31
The Hanna-Barbera stars of the hit FUTURE QUEST series--Jonny Quest, Birdman, the Herculoids and
many more--reunite in this all-new series! After the thrilling events of FUTURE QUEST, a new age of
adventure begins! Birdman has faced countless threats in his career as one the Earth's greatest heroes:
giant monsters, alien invasions, secret societies and power-mad super-villains, but nothing he's faced can
prepare him for his most daunting challenge: fatherhood! Birdman's battle against his old rival Mentok
takes a dire turn when Birdman must use every ounce of his power to save the life of a son he never
knew he had! From Jeff Parker (Batman '66) and Steve Rude, this new action-adventure epic will appeal
to new fans and those who have loved these characters for decades! Collects issues #7-12.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-) #27
Sophie Cooper is back and ready for action in this exciting new volume of Scoop! In Scoop, Vol. 2:
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Truther Dare, Sophie's newfound fame as an investigative reporter leads to her next case—a local
celebrity charged with the murder of his ex-wife. Despite overwhelming evidence, the hometown hero
maintains his innocence and wants Sophie's help in finding the "real killer." But she's already pretty busy
trying to survive WMIA 7, high school, love triangles, her quinceñera, and new paranormal discoveries
in the Everglades with ties to Sophie's own past.

Wacky Raceland
Unmask the next thrilling chapter in this tale of Scooby-Dooby-Doomsday in SCOOBY APOCALYPSE
VOL. 2, from the mind of comics superstar JIM LEE, written by Keith Giffen and J.M. DeMatteis, with
art by Dale Eaglesham and others! Fred, Daphne, Velma, Shaggy and Scooby-Doo have gotten mixed
up in a lot of spooky shenanigans over the years. But itÕs been nothing a trip in the Mystery Machine, a
handful of Scooby Snacks and a little meddling couldnÕt fix. Until now. Suddenly the horror is real, the
world has been transformed into a zombie-filled wasteland and the gang is on the run. But what if the
cause of the apocalypse is one of their own? The gangÕs resident brainiac Velma has been hiding a dark
secret, one that could change the fate of the worldÑand separate her from her friends forever. Can
Scooby and the gang put aside their differences and save humanity from destruction? Or will they
uncover an even more terrifying truth? As Velma herself would say, jinkies! Collects issues #7-12.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-2019) #29
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In the scenic mountains of Yosemite there is fresh air, beautiful wildlife and of course…the Haunted
Hiker. When Jane learns of the spook terrorizing the national park right before a school trip, she decides
she needs some backup to make sure she and her classmates are safe. So Jane turns to the Scooby gang!
Going undercover, the gang will have to act quickly to solve the mystery of the Haunted Hiker—because
if the ghost doesn’t ruin their field trip, the singing school troubadour just might.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-2019) #33
Fred and Barney reunite for Mark Russell's modern take on Hanna-Barbera's most famous stone-age
family! This new series starring the first family of Bedrock (and civilization, really) tells the story of
who we are and why we do what we do as if it all began with Fred, Wilma, Barney, Betty, and the rest of
the citizens of Bedrock. Shining a light on humanity's ancient customs and institutions in a funny origin
story of human civilization, Mark Russell (PREZ) blends modern interpretations with Hanna-Barbera's
classic character's, bringing a breath of fresh stone-age air. Hanna-Barbera has created some of the most
recognizable animated characters of all time. As part of DC Comics' re-imagination of cartoons like
Scooby-Doo, The Flintsones, Johnny Quest, Space Ghost, and Wacky Racers, these new series will be
infused with modern and contemporary concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic
animation. Collects THE FLINTSTONES #1-6.

The Scooby Apocalypse
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ItÕs the cosmic finale that shapes the Hanna-Barbera action-adventure universe forever: FUTURE
QUEST VOL. 2! The acclaimed series teaming up the iconic heroes of Hanna-BarberaÑSpace Ghost,
Jonny Quest, Birdman, the Impossibles and moreÑshifts into an even higher gear as Frankenstein Jr., the
Herculoids and Mightor join the battle to save the Earth from a menace from beyond the stars! The
monstrous Omnikron has reached the Earth. But while the World EnderÕs immeasurable power and
ferocious hunger have left an interstellar trail of destruction in its wake, it has also given Space Ghost
and the Herculoids a path to followÉstraight to EarthÕs doorstep. And if these newcomers can learn to
work with Jonny Quest, Birdman and their allies, their combined forces just might triumph! But if the
heroes canÕt put aside their differences, the whole universe will pay the priceÉ Written by Jeff Parker
and featuring an all-star lineup of artists including Evan ÒDocÓ Shaner, Ariel Olivetti, Ron Randall and
Steve Lieber comes FUTURE QUEST VOL. 2. Collects #7-12.

The Dark Deception (Daphne and Velma YA Novel #2)
You’ve never seen the Mystery Inc. gang like this before, as Fred, Velma, Daphne, Shaggy and ScoobyDoo seek answers to the mystery plague that turned the world into a monster-strewn wasteland! But now
something strange has happened to the marauding monsters—they’re suddenly all single-mindedly
heading in one direction, almost like they’re under a spell! If someone has figured out a way to control
the monsters, then finding out how could be the first step to figuring out how to save the world. So
Velma, Scooby and the gang are heading off in the direction of thousands of monstersmuch to Shaggy’s
chagrin. But Scoob isn’t the only one tracking the parade of monsters. Scrappy-Doo and his vicious
pack of Smart-Dogs are hot on the trail, too, and he’s determined to follow it straight to Velma. Can the
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world’s smartest woman survive an encounter with the world’s most dangerous dog? Or will the
apocalypse finally claim the Mystery Inc. gang? Writers Keith Giffen and J.M. DeMatteis (JUSTICE
LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL, BLUE BEETLE) and artist Dale Eaglesham (SECRET SIX) reimagine
everyone’s favorite meddling kids in a world gone monster! Collects issues #13-18.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-2019) #30
Scooby and the gang team up with some of the greatest heroes of the DC Universe, including Harley
Quinn, Martian Manhunter, Zatanna, Hawkman and more in SCOOBY-DOO TEAM-UP VOL. 4!
Magic tricks and spooky scares are everyday occurrences at the Mystic Mansion, but when famous
magician Zatanna Zatara’s father goes missing, she needs the help of the professionals at Mystery, Inc.
to find him! And deep in outer space, Scooby-Doo, Shaggy, Velma, Daphne and Fred join a very
different sort of ghost than they’re used to in order to investigate a mysterious message on the moon.
Back on Earth, someone new wants to join the team—none other than the Clown Princess of Crime,
Harley Quinn! And when Frankenstein Jr. unleashes a robotic rampage across the city, Scooby and the
gang will team up with the Impossibles to do the impossible and solve the mystery of who turned this
superhero into a supervillain! Then the team from the Mystery Machine takes a trip to Gopher Gulch,
where they meet Quick Draw McGraw and his nemesis, the Fastest Ghost in the West! Finally, Martian
Manhunter calls on Scooby-Doo to help clear the names of all the aliens living on Earth—including
innocent superheroes like Starman, Starfire and Hawkman! The World’s Greatest Super Heroes team up
with your favorite ghost-busting detectives in these all-ages adventures from writer Sholly Fisch (TEEN
TITANS GO!) and artist Dario Brizuela (GREEN LANTERN: THE ANIMATED SERIES), and solving
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mysteries has never been so much fun! Collects SCOOBY-DOO TEAM-UP #19-24.

The Vanishing Girl (Daphne and Velma YA Novel #1)
Clean up on aisle ÒdooÓ! The gang is going to need all the help they can get when it comes to escaping
from the shopping wasteland known as Mall Mart. Does Freddy have what it takes to lead the team to
safety? Or will he need an assist from the resident team scaredy cat, Shaggy?

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-) #10
Fred is alive?! Or is he something elseÉwhatever he is, heÕs not the same man he once was. What
happened to him? Where has he been? And how will his return affect Daphne, Scooby and the gang? All
answers revealed in this issueÉ

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-2019) #32
After a disastrous meeting with VelmaÕs evil brother, the gang must battle their way out of his
terrifying skyscraper. With danger on every floor, how will they make it out alive?

Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? (2010-) #100
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ThereÕs no business like show business. And these two misfits have no business being anywhere near it.
Back in the day, they were the toast of Tinseltown. Ruff, a whip-smart cat, and Reddy, his dimwitted but
lovable dog sidekick, had the biggest animated series on TV. Then the show ended, and so did their ride
on the gravy train of fame and fortune. Now Reddy washes up in a local grocery store for a living, while
Ruff is justÉwashed up. But one hard-charging agent with stars (and dollar signs) in her eyes is out to
change all that. With her help, Ruff and Reddy are about to mount a full-scale assault on the
entertainment industry, determined to get back to the top by any means necessary. Game shows, crime
dramas, sitcom pilots, reality TV, even (ugh) the convention circuit: this cat-and-dog act will get their
paws on it all. But when the pressures and temptations of fame lead to breakdowns and betrayals, can
this odd couple stay together? Or will their biggest fan become their worst enemy? Lights, camera,
action: itÕs The Ruff and Reddy Show, a scathingly hilarious showbiz satire starring the classic HannaBarbera comedy team from comics legend Howard Chaykin and artist Mac Rey. Collects the six-issue
miniseries.

Scoop
The second volume of one of the best-reviewed series of 2017 continues here when author Mark Russell
returns to the celebrated reimagined Hanna-Barbera story of the classic stone age family from Bedrock
in THE FLINTSTONES VOL. 2: BEDROCK BEDLAM. With art from Scott Hanna, Rick Leonardi and
Steve Pugh, the Flintstones are back for more clever satire and surprisingly relevant tales about Fred,
Wilma, Barney and Betty. The Flintstones, the semi-civilized denizens of Bedrock face the peril of an
asteroid hurtling toward Earth and a renewed battle against the Lizard People! Plus, the family
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appliances are terrified of Fred’s new bowling ball, and hipsters move into the neighborhood! Collects
THE FLINTSTONES #7-12.

Scooby-Doo Team-Up: Doomed!
ÒAll the power of a roundhouse kick to the chops!Ó ÑHollywood Reporter ItÕs the second volume of
stories you never thought youÕd see as DCÕs iconic superheroes cross over with some of HannaBarberaÕs oddest characters in the most unexpected stories of the year! When Superboy and Robin try
to help an old friend of BatmanÕs, theyÕre joined by the robot ÒDog WonderÓ: Dynomutt! In the
1970s, Black Lightning teams with martial arts master Hong Kong Phooey in a battle that threatens the
fate of the whole world! The Flash meets a scientist whose so-called ÒSpeed BuggyÓ may cause
irreparable damage to the Speed Force! And when Aquaman investigates some bizarre undersea activity,
a talking shark named Jabberjaw takes him to an alternate future where the partnership between humans
and sea creatures is in grave danger! All this, plus inspired takes on Hanna-Barbera characters Captain
Caveman and Funky Phantom in a collection featuring some of comicsÕ top creators, among them Peter
J. Tomasi, Scott Lobdell, Dan Abnett, Jeff Parker, Bryan Hill, Denys Cowan, Bill Sienkiewicz, Brett
Booth, Paul Pelletier, Fernando Pasarin and Scott Kolins! Collecting Super Sons/Dynomutt #1, Black
Lightning/Hong Kong Phooey #1, The Flash/Speed Buggy #1 and Aquaman/Jabberjaw #1.

The Ruff and Reddy Show
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Tensions begin to rise when the Scooby gang takes refuge in a seemingly safe town. As the gang tries to
hold together, a looming new threat completely unlike the monsters they've faced before reveals itself.
The gang now faces being torn apart by two enemies- the monstersand themselves. Meanwhile, Secret
Squirrel must face the consequences of his disastrous actions. The gang is left with two options- save
whoever they can or watch as the human race fades into extinction! Writers Keith Giffen and J.M.
DeMatteis (JUSTICE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL, BLUE BEETLE) and artist Dale Eaglesham
(SECRET SIX) reimagine everyone's favorite meddling kids in a world gone monster! Collects issues
#19-25.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-2019) #34
VelmaÕs brother turns sibling rivalry up to extremes in his quest to rule the monstersÉbut the creatures
are more interested in attacking his skyscraper than in being his loyal subjects. Can Velma, Scooby and
the gang stop him from carrying out his plans to mutate the creatures even more? Plus, in the backup
story: Brainy super-dog Scrappy-Doo and his pet human kid are hot on the trail of a puzzle. Monsters
are migrating, but to where?

Scooby-Doo Team-Up: It's Scooby Time!
Supergirl may be as invulnerable as her cousin, but even bullet-proof skin can’t help her when she’s
haunted by the ghosts of Krypton! Plus, an urgent call for help brings the Mystery Machine racing to the
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Louisiana bayou to tangle with a zombie problem with some help from Swamp Thing! And the gang
really gets things rolling when they team up with Metamorpho! Collects SCOOBY-DOO TEAM-UP
#37-42.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-) #7
The reimagined Hanna-Barbera line leaps into the future with an unexpected vision of a high-tech world
on the brink of disaster! Meet George Jetson, a family man in a post-digital world. His wife Jane is a
brilliant scientist working off-world at a conference, his daughter Judy is a social butterfly trying to
discover her true calling and his son Elroy is busy using technology to break the rules. Helping keep
order in the house is Rosie the Robot É who houses the memories and personality of George's own
mother! With Jane off in space and George busy keeping an eye on Spacely SprocketsÕ infrastructure,
Elroy gets into some trouble on his own, disturbing undersea ruins and accidentally triggering explosive
consequences. But there may not be time enough for it to matter, as Jane has learned that somethingÕs
heading for Earth at incredible speed, and the collision may mean the end of life as we know it, unless
the hapless George Jetson can survive first contactÉ Writer Jimmy Palmiotti (Harley Quinn) and
phenomenal artist Pier Brito (Daredevil) bring the world of the future home in The Jetsons! Collects The
Jetsons #1-6. ÒIt's a fascinating and chilling new take on a classic franchise, and it forces us to ask
plenty of questions about our own future.Ó ÑSYFY Wire ÒThe Jetsons is a perfect dystopia.Ó ÑThe
Verge
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The Flintstones Vol. 2
It's Scooby-Doo and the gang, but this time Fred isone of the undead! While the resurrected Fred Jones
unleashes his army of monsters on Scooby and the gang! Fortunately, the gang has another secret
weapon: Scrappy-Doo and his mysterious mentor. Is this the end for the Scooby gang-and perhaps all of
humanity-or will Daphne's love for her resurrected boyfriend win out in the end? Plus, will Atom Ant
measure up and become the latest member of the Justice League? Collects issues #31-36.

Future Quest Presents
The term "dogfight" takes on new meaning when Scooby takes to the skies! The fiendish Dick Dastardly
and his canine confederate Muttley must be stopped! Plus, can even Mister Miracle and Big Barda help
the gang escape an invasion from Apokolips? Also in this collection: Scooby and the gang meet Black
Lightning, the Flash, Magilla Gorilla, and more! Collects issues #44-50.

DC Meets Hanna-Barbera Vol. 2
When the world is tossed into chaos, it's up to a group of meddling kids—Fred, Daphne, Velma, Shaggy
and their dog, Scooby-Doo—to solve the mystery and survive hordes of zombies! But can they save the
day and cure everyone, or will they become brain-eating monsters? The creatures of the night are among
us, and the crew of the Mystery Machine has to fight to survive—because in the apocalyptic badlands of
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the near future, the horrors are real! Hanna-Barbera has created some of the most recognizable animated
characters of all time. As part of DC Comics' reimagining of cartoons like Scooby-Doo, The Flintstones,
Jonny Quest, Space Ghost and Wacky Racers, these new series will be infused with modern and
contemporary concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic animation. Collects SCOOBY
APOCALYPSE #1-6.

Justice League 3001 Vol. 1: Deja Vu All Over Again
Jinkies! Velma is gone! Can the gang put their feelings about her aside long enough to rescue her from
the apocalyptic wasteland that she helped create? They better do so quickly, because a powerful puppy is
right on their tail!

Scooby-Doo Team-Up Vol. 4
The Justice LeagueÕs wildest year yet, from superstar creative team KEITH GIFFEN (LEGION OF
SUPER-HEROES), J.M. DEMATTEIS (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA) and HOWARD PORTER
(JLA)! Thanks to Wonder Twins Terry and Teri Magnus, the original JLÕs DNA has been resurrected in
31st-century bodies. Their powers may be on the fritz and their memories may be patchy, but Superman,
Batman, Wonder Woman, Flash and Green Lantern are, well, trying their best. Since they were brought
together a year ago, the team has endured countless threats, endless in-house bickering, death, rebirth,
death again, and various states in between. But now things are really getting serious: Starro, one of the
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original LeagueÕs oldest enemies, has enslaved an entire planetÕs population-legally. Meanwhile, itÕs
becoming obvious to everyone except the Justice League that their leader, Ariel Masters, is, in fact,
trying to kill them, and old friends from the distant past are making their mysterious reappearances (and
having some very mixed feelings about the whole thing). Not to mention thereÕs a new Gal Gardner in
town. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000 #14-15, JUSTICE LEAGUE 3001 #1-6 and DC SNEAK
PEEK: JUSTICE LEAGUE 3001 #1.

The Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 3
Scooby-Doo and the Mystery, Inc. gang celebrate 50 years of spooks, scares and silliness in this all-ages
collection of stories from the pages of SCOOBY-DOO #1, 10, 35, 68 and 72, SCOOBY-DOO TEAMUP #2, 5 7, 8, 9, 12, 18, 37 and 40, and SCOOBY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU? #48, 51, 54, 71, 78, 79,
83, 85! Includes appearances by Batman, Wonder Woman, Superman, Swamp Thing, the Flintstones,
the Jetsons, and a whole menagerie of super pets!

Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 4
It's the classic girl detectives like you've never seen them before! Daphne Blake and Velma Dinkley
have a terrifying new mystery to solve - and this time, the culprit is far more frightening than any man in
a mask
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Scooby Apocalypse (2016-) #13
After nearly fifty years of Scooby-Doo, the unthinkable occurs! This month death claims one of the most
beloved figures in pop-culture history: Fred Jones! This stunning turn of events will have repercussions
that you wonÕt want to miss!

The Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 2
The world has ended, but the race has just begun for Hanna-Barbera's reimagined Wacky Racers! A time
of hope and innocence with Utopia at the finish line has given way to planetary Armageddon and a
desert wasteland full of radioactive lakes, nanotech dust storms, and cannibalistic mutants. Against this
backdrop, Penelope Pitstop, Peter Perfect and the rest of the Wacky Racers vie for the finish line in a
contest where the winner takes all and second place is death. Written by Ken Pontac with vehicle
concept designs from MAD MAX: FURY ROAD lead storyboard artist, Mark Sexton, this
reinterpretation of Wacky Racers has to be seen to be believed. WACKY RACELAND VOL. 1 is sure
to shatter any preconceptions of this classic cartoon! Hanna-Barbera has created some of the most
reconizable animation characters. As part of DC Comic's reimagination of cartoons like Scooby-Doo,
The Flintsones, Johnny Quest, Space Ghost and Wacky Racers, these new series will be infused with
modern and contemporary concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic animation. Collects
WACKY RACELAND #1-6.
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Scooby-Doo's Greatest Adventures
When worlds collide, it's up to Hanna-Barbera's best-known adventure-seeking heroes to save the
galaxy! Jonny Quest, Space Ghost, the Herculoids and more are reimagined here in this new actionadventure thriller! When the adventurous and inquisitive Jonny Quest and his adoptive brother, Hadji,
make a startling discovery in the swamplands of Florida, they are pulled into an epic struggle between
the Space Rangers and a dangerous villain who threatens the galaxy. Now it's up to the combined forces
of Jonny Quest, Space Ghost, the Herculoids, Birdman, Frankenstein Jr., the Impossibles, the Galaxy
Trio and Mightor to stop the villain and save their universe! Hanna-Barbera has created some of the
most recognizable animated characters. As part of DC Comic's reimagination of cartoons like ScoobyDoo, The Flintstones, Jonny Quest, Space Ghost and Wacky Racers, these new series will be infused
with modern and contemporary concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic animation.
Collects FUTURE QUEST #1-6.

Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 5
While the resurrected Fred Jones unleashes his army of monsters on Scooby and the gang, Daphne
continues to spiral further into guilt and depression, terrified of losing Fred twice. Fortunately, the gang
has another secret weapon: Scrappy-Doo and his mysterious mentor. Plus, the trials of Atom Ant
continue as another member of the JLA tests the super-insect to see if heÕs worthy of joining the
League!
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Scooby Doo
The final war with Fred and his nanite-powered monster army begins! Is this the end for the Scooby
gang, and perhaps all of humanity, or will DaphneÕs love for her resurrected boyfriend win out in the
end? Plus, more super-heroic lunacy with Atom Ant and the Justice League!

The Jetsons
A new creature commander emerges from the shadows and it only wants one thing, the ultimate monsterkiller herselfÑDaphne! Even with Scrappy-Doo, the gang is no match for this rabid monster madness.
Worst of all, Daphne seems to have lost the will to live. Is one person worth the price of survival of the
human race?

Future Quest Vol. 1
With their headquarters under siege and overrun with monsters, the Scooby gang has to split up and seek
shelter in the city. But when they realize that other plague-survivors are still trapped in the mall, the
gang must decide whether to mount a rescue operation-or abandon their friends.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-2019) #36
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While camping at the Grand Canyon, Mystery Inc. investigates space aliens that seem to be scaring
away the tourists, and at Christmas, they investigate the ghost that is stopping people from buying a
popular new video game.

The Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 1
DonÕt miss the series finale! ItÕs the end of the road for the Mystery Machine! With their mall
headquarters destroyed, Daphne, Shaggy, Velma, Scooby-Doo and, yes, Scrappy-Doo prepare for their
final battle with the Nanite King. Will the resurrected Fred Jones be the key to humanityÕs
redemptionÑor its annihilation? And in the final chapter of our Atom Ant epic, all of our guest stars vote
on who gets to join the Justice League!

Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 6
Scooby-Doo and his friends get to the bottom of a variety of eerie mysteries, from a poltergeist at a
mental hospital to an appearance by the Wild Hunt of the ancient Druids to a giant ghostly shoe.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-) #14
Praise for Scooby Apocalypse: ÒSome classic cartoons are about to get real weird.Ó -GQ ÒA world that
looks as ÔgroovyÕ as it does near-future.Ó -CBR The fate of humanity rests in the hands-and paws-of a
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very different Mystery, Inc. as Fred, Velma, Daphne, Shaggy and the superintelligent Scooby-Doo learn
more about the bizarre threats they now face every day in Scooby Apocalypse Volume 4! A visit to a
small town seemingly untouched by the nanite plague that turned the world into a monster-infested
wasteland puts the gang at the heart of tragedy, as new allies Cliffy and Daisy have a hard time dealing
with what the gang has had to become to stay alive. And when Velma comes up with a plan to try and
ensure their survival, a shopping mall becomes the zombie-ruled site of what may be Mystery, Inc.Õs
last stand! Writers Keith Giffen and J.M. DeMatteis (Justice League International, Blue Beetle) and
artists Dale Eaglesham (Secret Six), Ron Wagner (The 99) and Andy Owens (Nightwing) meddle with
the Mystery, Inc. gangÕs lives like never before! Plus, Giffen and DeMatteis reinvent the adventures of
Secret Squirrel, Morocco Mole and Honey Bea in stories illustrated by some of comicsÕ greatest talents,
including Phil Jimenez and Colleen Doran! Collects issues #19-24.

Scooby Apocalypse (2016-) #25
With tensions at the breaking point, the gang is forced to face the consequences of their actions and try
to once again find a glimmer of hope in this monstrous apocalypse. And in our backup story, Secret
SquirrelÕs mission to save the world continues as he meets his enemy face to face! Collects issues
#25-30.

The Flintstones Vol. 1
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Lost, alone and confused, the gang struggles to regroup as Fred and his monster horde slowly close in on
them. Is the end of the world finally here? Plus, the JLA trials of Atom Ant continue!
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